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To what extent is a regulatory body
an appropriate platform for selfactualization of ECE professional
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Resist/Avoid/Subvert
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2011
CECE Continuous Professional Learning
Program 2014
CECE Pre- and Post-Service Professional
Program Accreditation
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Professional status does not only come
from a postsecondary piece of paper, a
credential, or even a regulatory body. It
must come from the individuals who work
within the scope of practice in that
particular profession and from the various
representatives and agencies
interconnected to the workings of the
profession. (Winick, 2013)

Government
authority:
empowering but
always absolute
and constraining
Public Policy/
Political Interest
and Professional
Interest
Power Dynamics: the
push & pull toward and
away from legal
authority (legal
consciousness)
Professional
Leadership groups
(elite power
position prepared
to engage and to
wield authority)

A profession is defined as having a distinct body of knowledge
(theoretical and practical) and experience, requiring specific
skills and judgment to perform. ECE has been officially
recognized as meeting these criteria. It is not a “subset” of
teaching. Therefore, the Government created two separate and
distinct regulatory bodies for teaching and early childhood
education.

Focus on Public
Interest (different
from professional
advocacy)

General membership
groups: identify with
&/or follow authority
(see it as
empowering,
inevitable or “don’t
rock the boar”); resist
authority (see it as
constraining)

Outside power
pressures: other
professions/bodies
(e.g., teachers,
unions) potential
challenge to ECE
professional status
and regulatory
authority

1. Drafting Government Legislation
2. Determining who gets to work in the profession in
Ontario and to call themselves an early childhood
educator
3. Fully funding the regulation of our own
profession’s practice
4. Telling ECEs how they must conduct their practice

(ECE) educators have the daunting task of
battling against a perception that their job is
that of “babysitter”. (Winick, 2013)
Perception that is external and internal to the
profession - how does it affect self-regulation,
self-identity and professionalization?

5. Acting as a court within the Ontario public judicial
system
6. Requiring (mandatory) continuous learning
programs
7. Reviewing, assessing, and accrediting pre- and
post-service ECE education programs
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…there is often a need to speak with a wide range
of different agencies and organizations. Each
speaks a different language, with different
nuances to their understandings and needs.
Without appropriate mentoring, these differences
can often destroy relationships. (Winick, 2013)

“We need to have political
conversations more often, and talk
about the what and whys of advocacy
and professional associations before
graduation”. (Winick & Corke, 2014)

“The law clearly states that a regulatory body cannot
advocate for individual rights, needs, etc., but can
advocate for the profession as a whole”. (Winick &
Corke, 2014)
“Post secondary programs (and
individuals within the programs)
are influential to ECE students, as
they impress or require students
to join the College and/or other
professional associations” (Winick
& Corke, 2014)

1. Having Legal Authority & Drafting Government
Legislation
• Early drafts of ECE Act (based on RHPA) 1996
• Comments on draft ECE Act 2007
• Five-Year Review 2013
• Transitional Council draft of three core
Regulations, discussions with Government
legislators, legislation drafters in Attorney General,
Cabinet approval
• Develop and pass CECE By-laws (have force of law)
including Code of Ethics & Standards of Practice;
(public consultation process, including wide
consultation with registered members of the College)

2. Determining who gets to work in the profession in
Ontario and to call themselves an early childhood
educator
• ECE Act Title (ECE/RECE) Protection
• ECE Act Scope of Practice Definition
• Registration Regulation 2008 defined entry-topractice requirements
• Legal authority and legal decision to set a baseline
for entry to the ECE profession and maintain it with
the force of law (judicial review, penalties)
• Resistance from some ECEs and other
professionals e.g., teachers, youth workers

There still is much
confusion on the title ECE,
and the ramifications of
illegal usage. (Winick, 2013)
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3. Fully funding the regulation of our own
profession’s practice

Thoughts that with a selfregulatory body, this sense of
power would influence the pay
equity issue (but from an
external influence versus an
internal effort). (Winick, 2013)

• Professional self-regulation is fully funded by the
profession

“So, being self-regulated is
something of the devolution of
authority from the government over
to the people, over the need, and
what your profession defines” (Abel,
in Winick, 2013, p. 179)
“…having professional designation/
membership empowers me to support…
It is a resource, but I have to be held
accountable in my behaviour as an
RECE”. (Winick & Corke, 2014)

A number of interview and
survey participants referred to
the CECE’s obligation to
maintain professional
regulations, but as a separate
process/expectation from their
own obligations of selfregulation.

“Joining professional
associations and being a
member of the College gives
me “permission” to do the
work that I need to do”.
(Winick & Corke, 2014)

• Requirement to estimate full costs of doing all of
the activities the ECE Act requires: estimate potential
College membership; and establish annual fee for
membership
• Concern with low ECE wages that College
membership unaffordable
• Resistance by vocal ECE groups to paying the
established fee: I won’t pay/You can’t make me
• What are the benefits? Cash grab! What do I get out
of it? Will the College raise our wages?

4. Telling ECEs how they must conduct their practice
• Professional Misconduct Regulation 2008

“I feel like having
membership gives me
permission to go forward,
to see myself as a
professional and in turn
that spurs me to behave
professionally’. (Winick &
Corke, 2014)

• Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice 2011
Important to have full professional peer input to
design of Code & Standards (peer authentication as
validation of authority)
• Clear Guidelines with legal enforcement
• Need to be legally valid and subject to verification
(evidence)
• Complaints, Discipline & Fitness to Practice streams
for holding ECE professionals accountable to the
public interest and their professional peers
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5. Acting as a court within the Ontario public judicial system

It is important to state clearly that the CECE
is for the public protection and for ensuring
that the RECE professional meets the
standards for providing high quality service
for the children and families that attend their
programs. (Winick, 2013)

• Process and rules for documentary and live hearings are set out
in ECE Act
- College acts as the Prosecutor
- Tribunals of professional and public members are independent
and neutral (and have their independent legal counsel)
- Follow Rules of Administrative Justice
- Follow Principles of Natural Justice
• Cases are judged against the laws (Registration and
Professional Misconduct regulations; Code of Ethics and
Standards of Practice) using only evidence that is legally
admissible (independent legal counsel)

• College tribunal decisions are subject to appeal to
independent judicial review by Ontario Divisional Court

45/167 survey participants and
25/36 interview participants
directly commented about a
concern that ongoing learning
should be a core expectation of
practice, thus supported and
engaged by administration and
ministry.

“People in leadership
positions, such as directors,
must/should facilitate and
support knowledge increases
and CPL” (Winick & Corke,
2014)

6. Requiring (mandatory) continuous professional learning
programs
• ECE Act requires the College to provide for the ongoing
education of members of the profession
• Expectations among leaders of the profession of continuous
learning; building and maintaining professionalism; establishing
benchmark expectations
• Program designed with broad input of ECE professionals (focus
groups, leadership pilot)
• Identified CECE Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice as areas
for professional learning and incorporated into CPL
• Voluntary compliance with likelihood of mandatory compliance
within a year; wide range of ways to comply; facilitative and
supportive; future compliance audit possible
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The integration of CECE
Code of Ethics & Standards
of Practice, and now the
How Does Learning Happen?
framework, should be
integrated into everyone’s
practice (from student
learning to CPL
“We have to do it for ourselves: 1-year,
expectations)
2-year, 4-year, 6-year (post-secondary
programs/qualifications). We have to see
what message do we give to the public
and the sector, when we say that we
need this many years of schooling. By
considering changing the minimum
requirements, there may be a
diminishment of the 2-year diploma and
those who may be amazing
RECEs” (Winick & Corke, 2014)
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7. Reviewing, assessing, and accrediting pre- and
post-service ECE educational programs
• Legal authority to accredit programs under
regulation-making authority of the ECE Act and Bill
10 (second reading – public hearings)
• Consultation with the profession and stakeholders
on process design and other aspects

For example:

LENS

LANGUAGE
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The exploration of leadership as a
core component of practice shows
the depth of importance of selfregulation within the emerging
professional (Winick, 2013).

}

}

Opportunities to widen the research
scope

}

It is about how we view ourselves that
will impact how others view us.
(Winick, 2013).

}
}
}

Wider coverage of Ontario,
Comparative work within Canada
International (long term possibility)

}

}

}
}
}
}
}

CECE legislation promotion/hindrance of ECE
professionalization?
Benefits and challenges of legislation now
facing ECE profession in Ontario?
How do we know whether legal presence and
power of CECE has contributed to or
detracted from the professionalization
process, and/or self-actualization process of
self-regulation?
How can research demonstrate that ECE is,
and continues to be, a distinct profession?

Sampling of initial research participants (“3
years later”)
Overt and unrecognized leaders
Direct contact, supervisors, administration, etc.
Aboriginal and francophone representation
Gender representation
Students
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We look forward to continuing our discussion
with you and your colleagues regarding this
research focus.
◦ Please feel free to talk to us, or contact us
via email

◦ Thank you!
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